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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes a logic-oriented framework for institutional 
agents specification and analysis. Within this framework 
institutional agents are seen as artificial agents that aggregate a set 
of (real) agents, being capable to act  (by means of real agents’ 
actions) and to whom deontic qualifications may be associated. In 
order to analyse how institutional agents interact with the external 
world, the following aspects are characterised: how the 
obligations flow from the institutional agent to the real agents that 
support him, and how the actions of the latter count as actions of 
the former. The fundamental concept supporting these aspects is 
the concept of role.   

Institutional agents are specified and analysed by means of a first-
order role based deontic/action modal logic. The analysis is 
automated by means of a tableaux theorem proving method 
extended with additional rules to deal with the proposed classical 
action and deontic modalities. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.2.1 [Artificial Intelligence]: Applications and Expert Systems – 
law, organization automation. 
I.2.3 [Artificial Intelligence]:  Deduction and Theorem Proving –
deduction, inference engines. 
I.2.4 [Artificial Intelligence]: Knowledge Representation 
Formalisms and Methods – modal logic.  
K.4.3 [Computers and Society]: Organizational Impacts – 
automation. 
F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: 
Mathematical Logic  – modal logic, mechanical theorem proving, 
proof theory. 

General Terms 
Design, Legal Aspects, Experimentation, Verification. 

Keywords 
Tableaux, deontic/action modal logic, institutional agent, role, 
normative specification, representation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We are particularly interested in the formal characterisation and 
analysis of organisations, by using modal logic as an analytical 
tool. By organisation we mean a society of agents, comprising 
human or artificial agents (e.g. software agents or other 
organisations), whose rule-governed interactions are aimed at some 
specified tasks or goals. We adopt the perspective proposed in [24], 
seeing organizations as instances of normative systems, and thus 
expressing their activity and interaction in terms of what agents are 
permitted and obliged to do (allowing also the possibility that their 
behavior may deviate from the ideal), and in terms of other 
complex normative relations between them. One principal 
advantage of adopting this perspective is that it enables us to 
capitalise on a lot of the work that has been done on the application 
of formal-logical techniques to the analysis of law, legal systems 
and social systems (see, e.g., [18] [19] [22] [29] [30] [31] [32]]).  

There had been a considerable amount of research in order to 
develop appropriate modeling techniques to the automation of 
organisations (see, e.g., [1] [7] [20] [21] [28] [41]). Although it is 
recognised that the success of the automation of organisations 
depends on the adoption of explicit organisational models, there is 
a lack of approaches that provide a rigorous description of the 
meaning of organisational concepts (e.g., role, right, permission, 
obligation, authority, authorisation, responsibility and delegation). 
Consequently the interpretation of organisational concepts mainly 
depends on the intuitions of the users of such techniques, with 
obvious impact to the automation of organisations. Such ambiguity 
obstructs any rigorous specification and systematic analysis of 
organisations. 

We believe that organisations can fruitfully be analysed using a set 
of action, deontic and other relevant modalities as basic building 
blocks to be used in the characterization of organisational notions. 
Our main research focuses on the logical characterisation of 
relevant concepts for organisation specification and analysis, and 
on the automation of the resulting multi-modal logic systems [3] 
[4] [5] [25] [26] [27] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40].  

From their digression on Law, Pacheco and Carmo proposed a role 
based model for the normative specification of organised collective 
agency and agents’ interaction. They stressed the need for the 
concept of institutional agent in order to deal with normative 
specification of collective agents. Institutional agents are seen as 
artificial agents that aggregate a set of (real) agents, being capable 
to act as a whole (by means of real agents’ actions) and to whom 
deontic qualifications may be associated. This concept of 
institutional agent together with the concepts of role and acting in 
a role (playing a role) are used as basic ingredients for the 

 

 



specification of collective agents, such as organisations. The 
characterisation of these concepts is made through a first-order role 
based deontic/action modal logic. 

We here proceed by proposing a theorem proving method for such 
logic. The method is based on a first-order semantic tableaux 
extended with additional rules to deal with the proposed classical 
action and deontic modalities. This is our first step towards the 
automation of a systematic analysis of organisations. 

An overview of the rest of the paper follows. In Section 2, we 
discuss our logical characterisation of the main concepts to be 
used on the specification of institutional agents. In Section 3, we 
discuss how we specify institutional agents and we illustrate how 
it can be used to support some interesting aspects of the 
organization's activity and analysis, through some simple 
examples. In Section 4, we describe the automated theorem 
proving method for the proposed logic. Conclusions and 
directions for future work appear in Section 5. 

2. ROLE-BASED ACTION AND DEONTIC 
LOGIC 
Our logic follows the tradition initiated by Kanger, Pörn and 
Lindahl of combining deontic and action logics as basic building 
blocks to describe social interaction and complex normative 
concepts (see, e.g., [18] [19] [22] [29] [30] [31] [32]]). Their 
logics have sufficient expressive power to be able to articulate 
several distinctions at an appropriate abstract level, mainly in 
virtue of the modal logic of action they employ. They introduced a 
relativised modal operator, here designated by Ex, where 
expressions of the form ExA are read “agent x brings it about that 
A” or “agent x sees to it that A is the case”. An important feature 
of these logics is that actions are taken to be relationships between 
agents and states of affairs that they bring about, setting aside 
temporal aspects. (For a brief overview of the action logics 
proposed by these author, see [38].) 

Although the formal properties assigned to the action operator 
vary among these authors, their logical systems all have in 
common the following two axiom schemas: 

(T) ExA → A 

(C) (ExA ∧  ExB) → Ex(A ∧  B) 

and the rule of inference:  

(RE) If ├ A ↔ B then ├ ExA ↔ ExB 1 

The (T) schema captures the intuition that if agent x brings it 
about that A, then A is indeed the case. The (C) schema represents 
the idea that an agent brings it about all he brings it about 
separately. (RE) is just closure under logical equivalence. 

This approach to the logic of action offers a good expressive 
power; for instance, it facilitates the expression of the different 
atomic positions an agent might be in with respect to a particular 
state of affairs A: ExA, Ex¬A and ¬ExA∧ ¬Ex¬A (the last of 

                                                                 
1 Considering propositional logic as the underlying non-modal 

logic, these principles form a classical system of type ECT. 
(according to the classification of Chellas [6]). 

these meaning “x remains passive with respect to A”); moreover, 
the importance of this operator to the characterisation of norms is 
brought out by the distinctions it affords when combined with a 
deontic operator, as has been shown in, for instance, the work of 
Kanger [17] and Lindahl [22]. As an example of the kind of 
analysis this combination of operators provides (assuming the 
adoption of Standard Deontic Logic - SDL), we list the seven 
normative one-agent act-positions (where the operator O 
represents “it is obligatory that” and its dual P represents “it is 
permitted that”). For any agent x, and for any state of affairs A, 
precisely one of the following positions obtains (cf. [16]): 

(T1) PExA ∧  PEx¬A ∧  P(¬ExA ∧  ¬Ex¬A) 

(T2)  PExA ∧  O¬Ex¬A ∧  P(¬ExA ∧  ¬Ex¬A) 

(T3) PExA ∧  PEx¬A ∧  O(ExA ∨  Ex¬A) 

(T4) O¬ExA ∧  PEx¬A ∧  P(¬ExA ∧  ¬Ex¬A) 

(T5) OExA 

(T6) O(¬ExA ∧  ¬Ex¬A) 

(T7) OEx¬A 

In spite of the expressiveness of this action operator, it is not able 
to distinguish situations where an agent brings about a state of 
affairs in different roles for three main reasons: 1) to precisely 
know the effects of the actions (e.g., its juridical consequences); 
2) to precisely evaluate the deontic qualifications of agents with 
respect to the actions they bring about; and 3) for authentication 
issues (cf. [3]).  

Lets consider the following situations that illustrate these aspects: 

(a) Agent x brings it about that B in the quality of administrator of 
the firm y. 

(b) Agent x brings it about that B on its own behalf. 

The attempt to represent both situations by ExB is not adequate 
since they are different in several aspects:  

1) The effects of the acts of agent x. In case (a) x’s action also 
affects institutional agent y, because when x acts as administrator 
of y he also acts on behalf of y. The role of administrator of y  
played by x is a representative role2. However, in case (b) only x 
is affected by its own acts. 

2) The deontic qualifications of agents’ acts are different. Agent x 
may be authorized or obliged to bring about B as administrator 
without being authorized or obliged to bring about B in another 
role. So, to evaluate agent’s action we have to take in 
consideration the role in which he performed that action. 

3) Authentication issues. An agent must be authorized to act in a 
particular role, i.e., that role must have been formally attributed to 
him. In most situations, it is not enough that an agent holds a 
particular role. He may have to prove that he holds it. An action 
concept that explicitly indicates what is the role an agent plays 
when he acts should be helpful for authentication issues.  

                                                                 
2 See bellow a brief discussion of the notion of representation 

between agents. 



The concept of role has many different meanings, depending on 
the context where it is used. We will try to clarify, briefly,  what 
do we mean by role. 

 Roles are qualities that agents might have that are relevant when 
we consider agents acting and interacting with other agents. 
Consider, for instance, an agent playing the role of a teacher, or an 
agent playing the role of an administrator of a firm. 

 We assume that an agent always acts playing some role (and if no 
specific quality is being exercised we say that he acts in the role 
of itself). Associated to a role there are obligations, permissions 
(or other deontic concepts), describing the expected behavior of 
the holders of that role, that is the abstract state of affairs that they 
are obliged or permitted to bring about. To act in a role an agent 
must be qualified to play that role (e.g. that role has been formally 
attributed to him by a contract).  An agent may hold several roles 
but it can play only a role at a time. 

Some roles represent relationships that agents have with other 
agents. For instance, when we say that “x acts as administrator of 
a company y”, we mean that agent x acts in the role of 
“administrator of y”, and we will represent that role  by 
administrator(y) expressing the fact that being administrator of y 
is a kind of relationship with y  

Some of these roles are representative roles in the sense that agents 
playing those roles (representative agents) are permitted to act on 
behalf of the represented agents.  As an example, if  
“administrator(y)” is a representative role, when  “x acts in the role 
of  administrator of y” his actions count as actions of y. 

Those aspects suggest the need for the new notion of acting in a 
role. We propose the use of a monadic operator Ex:r in order to 
capture this agency concept, where expressions of the form Ex:r A 
are read “agent x, playing the role r, brings it about that A”. Using 
this operator we may distinguish the previous situations by 

(a) Ex:administrator(y) B 

(b)  Ex:itself B 

where itself represents the role of an agent acting on its own behalf.  

It is now possible to characterize the representative role played by 
x (when he brings about B) as administrator of y:  

Ex:administrator(y) B→ Ey:itself B, 

which captures the idea that the action of x as representative of y 
(when playing the role of administrator), counts as an action of y. 
Thus we may infer Ey:itself B in situation (a). We may also 
properly characterize that an agent x is obliged to bring about B as 
administrator without being obliged to bring about B on its own 
behalf  (for a suitable deontic operator O): 

       OEx:administrator(y) B ∧  ¬OEx:itself B. 

Of course we are assuming that whenever agent x brings it about 
that B in the quality of administrator of y, x is formally qualified to 
play that role, i.e.,  

Ex:administrator(y) B → is-administrator(x,y). 

The logical characterisation of these concepts is based on a first-
order many-sorted logic [8] extended with action and deontic 
modalities. See [5] for technical details. Herein it is enough to 

mention that three special sorts are used in the definition of this 
logic: Ag (the agent sort), R (the role sort) and AgR (the agent 
playing a role sort). 

Starting from the logical properties of the action operator Ex:r, we 
adopt the following axiom schemas: 

(TE) Ex:r A → A 

(CE) (Ex:r A ∧  Ex:r B) → Ex:r (A ∧  B) 

and the rule of inference:  

(REE) If ├ A ↔ B then ├ Ex:r A ↔ Ex:r B 

In order to deal with the mentioned authentication issues we also 
assume that an agent that brings it about some state of affairs, 
acting in a particular role, must be qualified to play that role, and 
thus we further adopt the following axiom schema: 

(Qual) Ex:r A → is-r(x) 

for is-r a predicate associated with each role r, where is-r(x) 
expresses that “agent x is qualified to play the role r”.3 The only 
role that an agent is always qualified to play is the role itself. Thus 
we have: 

(Itself) (∀ xAg) is-itself(x) 

With respect to the deontic operator O we simply adopt the 
following rule of inference: 

(REO) If ├ A ↔ B then ├ OA ↔ OB 

This basic property is enough for the purposes of this paper. See, 
e.g., [2] [15] [23] for a detailed discussion of this concept. 

In the next section we will show how to use the previous notions 
and their logical principles in the characterisation and analysis of 
institutional agents. 

3. INSTITUTIONAL AGENTS 
SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 
The concept of institutional agent, proposed by Pacheco and 
Carmo, intends to model organised collective entities, like 
organisations, and is based on the legal concept of artificial 
person. Artificial persons are collective entities that aggregate 
several natural persons (human beings) allowing them to 
collectively pursue some interests. They have juridical 
personality, which means that they may be the subject of 
obligations and rights and they also have legal qualification, 
which means that they can exercise their rights and be responsible 
for the unfulfilment of their obligations.  

                                                                 
3 Sometimes roles are represented with parameters in order to 

capture relevant relationships, for instance administrator(y). In 
this case is-administrator(x,y) expresses “agent x is qualified to 
play the role administrator(y)”. We omit here the technical 
details of the relationship between the role r and the predicate 
is-r (see [5] for more details). 



An artificial person has a stable structure formed by a set of roles 
and a set of rules regulating their behavior4. This structure is 
supported by persons, the holders of the roles. The artificial 
person acts through them. The holders of some roles have power 
to act on behalf of the artificial person: those roles are called 
representative roles, because the acts of its holders (when playing 
that role) count as acts of the artificial person. Since the 
fulfillment of obligations presuppose the performance of actions 
and since an artificial person, as abstract entity, cannot act 
directly, acting through the holders of its roles, there exists 
mechanisms stressing how obligations flow from the artificial 
person to those holders and how the actions performed by the 
holders count as actions performed by the artificial person. Law 
provides general figures of interaction between persons that 
regulate the relationship between a person that is holder of a role 
in an artificial person and that artificial person: the mandate and 
representation legal relationships. A detailed presentation of 
artificial persons and related legal concepts can be found in  [27].  

Based on the legal concepts just presented, the concept of 
institutional agent was proposed. Herein we just want to 
summarise the characterisation of institutional agents based on 
those legal concepts. 

First of all, in spite of being collective entities, institutional agents 
are agents. They interact in a society like any other agent: they 
can establish normative (or other kind of) relationships with other 
agents (e.g. contracts), they can hold roles, they may be the 
subject of obligations or other normative concepts, and may  be 
responsible for the unfulfilment of obligations or any other non 
ideal situation.  An institutional agent has a stable structure 
formed by a set of roles and a set of norms defining the deontic 
characterisation of each role. This structure is supported by other 
agents: the holders of its roles.  The agents that hold a particular 
role inherit the deontic characterization of that role, in the sense 
that, when acting in that role, their behavior will be evaluated 
according to that deontic characterization. 

There must be defined a mechanism of transmission of the 
obligations of an institutional agent to the roles of its structure 
(and indirectly to the holders of those roles), stating who is 
responsible for the fulfilment of those obligations (c.f. point (2) 
below). There also must be defined what are the representative 
roles of the institutional agent and its respective scope of 
representation, stating  who is authorised to act on behalf of the 
institutional agent and to what extent (c.f. point (3) below). The 
institutional agent acts through the holders of the roles of its 
structure. The holders of the roles of the institutional agent may 
change without affecting the identity of the former. The holders of 
the roles of an institutional agent are not necessarily human 
agents. They may be software agents or other institutional agents. 

We will now extend the logical language with some abbreviations 
that will support the specification of institutional agents. 

(1) The deontic characterization of roles in institutional agents is 
independent from the agents that hold those roles in a particular 
moment. So, although deontic notions are meaningful only when 

                                                                 
4 To be precise, the rules regulate the behavior of the holders of 

those roles. Roles don’t act so we cannot associate behavior to a 
role. 

applied to agents, it is useful to introduce deontic operators 
indexed by roles, seen as applied to the holders of those roles: 

(Or)    OrA ≡ (∀ x)(is-r(x ) →  OEx:rA) 

(Pr)  PrA ≡ (∀ x )(is-r(x) → P Ex:rA) 

(Fr ) FrA ≡ (∀ x )(is-r(x ) →  FEx:rA) 

(2) Using the above abbreviations we can express the transmission 
of obligations from the institutional agent to specific roles of its 
structure, and thus, indirectly, to the agents that support that role:    

               OEi:itselfA → Org(i)A, 

where rg(i) is a role of the structure of the institutional agent i, 
meaning that whenever i is under the obligation of bringing about 
A, that obligation is attributed to the role rg(i) (i.e. to the holders of 
that role).  

(3) We have mentioned before that some roles may be 
representative roles of other agents. This means that the holders of 
that kind of roles, when acting in those roles, act on behalf of the 
represented agents within the scope of representation defined for 
those roles. In order to express representative roles, the following 
notation is introduced:   r:REP(a,B), that is read as follows: r is a 
representative role of  agent a with the scope of representation B.  
This expression is seen as the following abbreviation:  

(REP) r:REP(a,B) ≡ (∀ x)(Ex:rB → Ea:itselfB) 

Note that when an agent acts as representative of another agent he 
does not act on his own behalf, which is expressed by the following 
property: 

(Ex:rB ∧  r:REP(a,B)) → ¬Ex:itselfB 

Representative roles are crucial for institutional agents, because an 
institutional agent cannot act directly, needing other agents to act 
on its behalf. Those agents are the holders of the representative 
roles of the institutional agent structure. So, it’s necessary to 
identify in an institutional agent model which are the representative 
roles and their respective scope of representation.5 

We can now use the abbreviations we have just introduced, in the 
formal specification of institutional agents.  The specification of an 
institutional agent involves a name, i, and a structure: 

STi = < Ri, DCRi, TOi, RERi, TITi > , 

where:  

Ri:  a set of roles – the structural roles of the institutional agent. It 
is constituted by a finite set of atomic formulas of the form  is-role-
str(rg(i)), stating that rg(i) is a role of the structure of i; 

DCRi:  deontic characterisation of structural roles. It is constituted 
by a finite set of  formulas of the form Org(i)A, Prg(i)A or Frg(i)A, 
where rg(i) is a role of the structure of i; 

TOi: transmission of obligations from the institutional agent to 
specific roles of its structure. It is constituted by a set of formulas 

                                                                 
5 Representative roles are not necessarily roles of the structure of an 

institutional agent. They may result from contracts or other 
normative relations that agents may establish between each other. 



of the form OEi:itselfA→Org(i)A, for rg(i) a role of the structure of 
i; 

RERi:  representative roles of i and its respective scope of 
representation. It is constituted by a set of formulas of the form  
rg(i):REP(i, B); 

TITi: titularity of structural roles of i. It is constituted by a set of 
formulas of the form is-rg(x, i), stating that agent x holds (is titular 
of)  the structural role rg(i).  

We present below an example of specification of an institutional 
agent ax.  It specifies an association named ax, whose structure is 
formed by the roles:  

PAdm(ax) – president of administration of ax; 

MAdm(ax) – member of administration of ax; 

PWC(ax) – president of the watch committee of ax; 

MWC(ax) – member of the watch committee of ax;  

Ass(ax) – associate of ax.  

 

STax = <Rax, DCRax, TOax, RERax, TITax> 

Rax = {   is-role-str(PAdm(ax)), is-role-str(MAdm(ax)), 

  is-role-str(PWC(ax)), is-role-str(MWC(ax)), 

  is-role-str(Ass(ax)) }  

DCRax={ OMAdm(ax)p1, PMAdm(ax)p2, OPAdm(ax)p2,  

OPAdm(ax)p3, PPAdm(ax)p4, OPWC(ax)p5,  

PPWC(ax)p6, OMWC(ax)p7, OAss(ax)p8, PAss(ax)p9 }  

Toax  ={  OEax:itselfp1 → OMAdm(ax)p1,  

OEax:itselfp2 → OPAdm(ax)p2, 

OEax:itselfp4 → OPAdm(ax)p4 }  

RERax ={ MAdm(ax): REP(ax,p1), PAdm(ax): REP(ax,p2), 

                 PAdm(ax): REP(ax,p4) }  

TITax = { is-Ass(a,ax), is-Ass(b,ax), is-Ass(c,ax), is-Ass(d,ax), 

                is-PAdm(e,ax), is-MAdm(d,ax), is-PWC(f,ax),  

is-MWC(g,ax) }  

This institutional agent is part of a society of agents and interacts 
with other members of the society. For simplicity reasons and 
because it is not central to this paper, we do not specify the external 
society, considering only the agents that hold structural roles of the 
institutional agent (c.f. TITax).  

To conclude this section, let us now illustrate the kind of analysis 
supported by this specification. A specification of an institutional 
agent STax defines a particular logical language and a set of 
formulas of such language. Let us call T(STax), the logic obtained 
by adding this set of formulas to the underlying deontic/action 
logic here proposed, as new axioms.   

Consider now two simple situations: 

Case 1:  Two representative agents of agent ax, d and e, act on 
behalf of ax, within their scope of representation. It is possible to 
infer in T(STax) that their actions count as actions of ax: 

{ Ed:MAdm(ax)p1, Ee:PAdm(ax)p2} ├ T(STax)  Eax:itself(p1∧ p2) 

Sketch of the proof: 

1. Ed:MAdm(ax)p1  hypothesis 

2. MAdm(ax): REP(ax,p1)  RERax 

3. Eax:itselfp1  from (1), (2) and (REP) 

4. Ee:PAdm(ax)p2  hypothesis 

5. PAdm(ax): REP(ax,p2)  RERax 

6. Eax:itselfp2   from (4), (5) and (REP) 

7. Eax:itself(p1∧ p2)  from (3), (6) and (CE) 

Case 2:  As a result of some interaction with the external society 
(e.g. some established contract), ax is under the obligation to bring 
about p4. It is possible to infer in T(STax) that this obligation is 
transmitted to agent e. 

{ OEax:itselfp4 } ├ T(STax)  OEe:PAdm(ax)p4 

Sketch of the proof: 

1. OEax:itselfp4   hypothesis 

2. OEax:itselfp4 → OPAdm(ax)p4 TOax 

3. OPAdm(ax)p4   from (1) and (2) 

4. is-PAdm(e,ax)   TITax 

5. OEe:PAdm(ax)p4  from (3), (4) and (Or)  

The first example illustrates how the actions of agents that hold 
roles of the structure of an institutional agent may affect the 
institutional agent (how to pass from the micro-level of 
individuals to the macro-level of the organization). The second 
example shows how an obligation of an institutional agent may be 
transmitted to agents that hold roles in its structure (how to pass 
from the macro-level to the micro-level). 

4. AUTOMATED THEOREM PROVING 
There exist several proposals for the automation of normal modal 
logics (i.e., modal logics with the rule of inference (RKڤ): If ├(A1 

∧  …∧ An)→ A then ├(ڤA1∧  …∧  A, n≥0): methods basedڤ→(Anڤ
on semantic tableaux (see, e.g., [10] [11] [12]); methods based on 
resolution (see, e.g., [9]); methods based on sequent calculus (see, 
e.g., [14]). As far as we know, there is no method for classical 
modal logics, i.e., modal logics with the rule of inference (REڤ): if 

├A↔ B  then ├ڤA↔ڤB.  

The analysis presented in the previous section is actually supported 
by an automated theorem prover based on free variable first-order 
semantic tableaux (see, e.g. [13]), extended with additional rules to 
deal with the classical modal logics used to characterize the deontic 



and action operators and their relationships. 

Our tableaux method uses the usual expansion rules for 
propositional logic, i.e., the rules: 

(R¬¬)   ¬¬A     (R¬ True)   ¬True  (R¬False)    ¬False         
    A    False     True 

(Rα)   α   (Rβ)        β        
   α1     β1 | β2 

   α2 

together with the following free variable quantifier expansion rules 
for first-order logic: 

(Rγ)    γ    , for an unbound variable x in the tableaux. 
  γ(x)   

(Rδ)            δ            ,  
 δ(f(x1, ..., xn))    

for f a new Skolem function symbol and x1, ..., xn all the 
used free variables  occurring  on the branch. 

where α and β denote respectively conjunctive and disjunctive 
formulas of the form α1∧α 2 and β1∨β 2, and γ and δ denote 
respectively universal and existential formulas of the form (∀ x)γ(x) 
and (∃ x)δ(x), according to the following tables: 

Table 1: αααα and ββββ - formulas and components 

conjunctive formulas disjunctive formulas 
α α1 α2 β β1 β2 

(A∧ B) A B ¬(A∧ B) ¬A ¬B 
¬(A∨ B) ¬A ¬B (A∨ B) A B 
¬(A→B

) 
A ¬B (A→B) ¬A B 

 (A↔B) (A→B
) 

(B→A
) 

¬(A↔B
) 

¬(A→B
) 

¬(B→A
) 

Table 2: γγγγ and δδδδ - formulas and instances 

universal formulas existential formulas 
γ γ(t) δ δ(t) 

(∀ x)A A{x/t} (∃ x)A A{x/t} 
¬(∃ x)A ¬A{x/t} ¬(∀ x)A ¬A{x/t} 

 
The method is further extended with the following rules that 
correspond to the schemes and inference rules proposed in section 
2 (where expression inside square brackets refers the conditions for 
the application of the rule): 

(RT-E)    Ex:rA       
     A     

(RC-E)           ¬Ex:rα              
 ¬Ex:rα1  |  ¬Ex:rα2 

(RRE-E)  ¬Ex:rA, Ex:rB   [├ A↔B]   
          False 

(RRE-O)  ¬OA, OB   [├ A↔B]   
       False 

 

(RQual)    Ex:rA       
  is-r(x)     

 (RItself)                    , for an unbound variable x in the tableaux. 
         is-itself(x) 

Note that (RC-E) is just applied to α formulas. In order to apply 
(RC-E) during tableau construction, each time a formula of the 
form ¬Ex:rC is detected, C is converted to the clause form 
(C1∧ …∧ Cn). If n>1 then (RC-E) is applied considering 
α1=(Ci1

∧ …∧ Cik
) and α2=(Cik+1

∧ …∧ Cin
), where 1≤k<n and 

{i1,…,in} a permutation of {1,…,n}. 

Moreover, to deal with the abbreviation proposed in section 3, we 
also use the following expansion rules: 

 (ROr)                  OrA                           
  (∀ x)(is-r(x) → OEx:rA) 

(RPr)                  PrA                           
  (∀ x)(is-r(x) → PEx:rA) 

 

(RFr)                   FrA                          
  (∀ x)(is-r(x) → FEx:rA) 

(RREP)               r:REP(a,A)                         
  (∀ x)( Ex:rA → Ea:itselfA) 

Finally, the next expansion rule is used to deal with the 
abbreviations proposed for the modal operators P and F: 

(Rσ)      σ       
  abv(σ) 

where σ denotes a role free deontic formula and abv(o) it 
equivalent role free obligation abbreviation, according to table 3: 

Table 3: οοοο - formulas and abbreviations 
 

 

 

 

Using the previous rules, for concluding that ∆├ B, we must find a 
closed ∆-tableau for {¬B}, i.e. a tableau allowing also the ∆-
introduction rule: 

(R∆)         [A∈∆ ]   
   A 

Since we are using free variable quantifier rules, when we consider 
branch closure, we must also apply the following tableau 
substitution rule: if T is a tableau for the set of formulas Ω, and the 
substitution σ is free for every formula in T, then Tσ (the result of 
replacing each formula A in T by Xσ) is also a tableau for Ω. 

Let’s consider the following example of a tableau proof for 
{r1:REP(b,A), r2:REP(b,B), (∃ x)Ex:r1A, (∃ x)Ex:r2B} ├ 
Eb:itself(A∧ B) pictured in figure 1 (with numbers added for 

σ abv(σ) 
FA O¬A 

¬FA ¬O¬A 
PA ¬O¬A 

¬PA O¬A 



reference). 

(1)  ¬Eb:itself(A∧ B) 
(2)  r1:REP(b,A) 
(3)  r2:REP(b,B) 
(4)  (∃ x)Ex:r1A 
(5)  (∃ x)Ex:r2B 
(6)  (∀ x)(Ex:r1A → Eb:itselfA)  
(7)  (∀ x)(Ex:r2B → Eb:itselfB) 
(8)  Ef:r1A 
(9)  Ev1:r1A → Eb:itselfA 
(10)  Eg(v1):r2B 
(11)  Ev2:r2B → Eb:itselfB 
 

(12)     ¬Ev1:r1A (13)  Eb:itselfA 
 

(14) ¬Ev2:r2B (15) Eb:itselfB 
 
    (16)   ¬Eb:itselfA     (17)   ¬Eb:itselfB 
 

Figure 1: a closed {r1:REP(b,A), r2:REP(b,B), (∃∃∃∃ x)Ex:r1A, 
(∃∃∃∃ x)Ex:r2B}-tableau for ¬Eb:itself(A∧∧∧∧ B) 

(2), (3) (4) and (5) are introduced by R{r1:REP(b,A), r2:REP(b,B), 
(∃ x)Ex:r1A, (∃ x)Ex:r2B} rule. (6) is from (2) and (7) is from (3) by 
RREP rule. (8) is from (4) by Rδ rule; here f is a 0-place Skolem 
function symbol. (9) is from (6) by Rγ rule, introducing the new 
free variable v1. (10) is from (5) by Rδ rule; here g is a 1-place 
Skolem function symbol. (11) is from (7) by Rγ rule, introducing 
the new free variable v2. (12) and (13) are from (9) by Rβ rule. (14) 
and (15) are from (11) by Rβ rule. Finally, (16) and (17) are from 
(1) by RC-E rule. Applying now the tableau substitution rule, 
using the substitution σ={v1/f, v2/g(f)}, we produce a closed 
tableau due to the following conflicting formulas in each branch: 
(8) and (12); (11) and (14); (13) and (16); (15) and (17). 

Let’s now consider the following example of a tableau proof for 
{OEb:itselfB, OEb:itselfB → OrB, is_r(a)}├ OEa:rB pictured in 
figure 2. 
 

(1)  ¬OEa:rB 
(2)  OEb:itselfB 
(3)  OEb:itselfB → OrB 
(4) is_r(a) 
 

(5)     ¬OEb:itselfB (6)  OrB 
(7)  (∀ x)(is-r(x) → OEx:rB) 
(8) is-r(v1) → OEv1:rB 

 
(9) ¬is-r(v1) (10) OEv1:rB 

 
Figure 2: a closed {OEb:itselfB, OEb:itselfB→→→→OrB, 

is_r(a)}-tableau for ¬OEa:rB 

(2), (3) and (4) are introduced by R{OEb:itselfB, OEb:itselfB → 
OrB, is_r(a)} rule. (5) and (6) are is from (3) by Rβ rule. (7) is 
from (6) by ROr rule. (8) is from (7) by Rγ rule, introducing the 
new free variable v1. (9) and (10) are from (8) by Rβ rule. 
Applying the tableau substitution rule with the substitution 
σ={v1/a} we produce a closed tableau due to the following 

conflicting formulas in each branch: (2) and (5); (4) and (9); (1) 
and (10). 

It is easy to see that the previous rules yield a sound proof 
procedure, i.e., if B has a tableau proof then├ B. However, The 
completeness of the previous tableaux method is not yet 
established. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have proposed a logic-oriented framework for specification and 
analysis of organizations, based on the concepts of institutional 
agent, role and role-based agency. Institutional agents where 
described by a set of roles, a set of representative roles, their 
deontic characterization and by transmission of obligations 
principles (from institutional agents to roles). Although simple, we 
have shown that the proposed framework supports some interesting 
aspects of analysis of organizations. 

We have also discussed the tableaux theorem proving method used 
in the automation of the first-order role based deontic/action modal 
logic herein proposed. This is our first step towards the automation 
of a systematic analysis of organisations. 

We are actually working on a workbench for supporting the 
specification, analysis and design of institutional agents. One 
interesting aspect of analysis concerns the integrity evaluation of 
the deontic characterization of roles. Since an agent may play many 
roles, it is useful to analyse if there are conflicting roles in a given 
institutional agent, e.g. roles r1 and r2 s.t. 
Or1A∧ Or2B∧ (Or1A→¬Or2B). Discovering such conflicting roles 
can be useful during organizational design. We intend to support 
this kind of analysis adapting Reiter’s diagnosis theory (see [33] 
[34] [35]). 

Our long-term research is to explore more elaborated 
organisational structures in order to extend the analysis to other 
interesting organisational subjects. We foresee two ways of 
attaining this objective: 1. to extend our organisational structure 
with other primitive concepts important to enrich the description of 
an organisation; and 2. to extend our organisational structure with 
other non-primitive relevant concepts for allowing a quick 
description of organisations. With respect to the first one, we 
intend to study and characterize other relevant normative concepts 
(e.g. responsibility, power, delegation, authority, authorisation). 
With respect to the second one, we intend to develop languages for 
organisation specification supporting notions usually used by real 
organisations.  
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